ENCORE

Encore’s sleek two piece extrusion design creates clean lines while providing exceptional acoustic properties by incorporating a hidden gasket system and tight polycarbonate glass joints.

Frameless swing or slide doors in wood or glass marry to a bulb gasket for a tightly sealed closure. Clean architectural lines are integrated throughout all elevations to maintain consistency throughout the office. Create the physical barriers and acoustic ratings required of the workplace without compromising open office transparency.
Customize your Encore System to most precisely execute your vision. Encore is offered in our standard clear and bronze anodized finishes, a variety of powder coats, and various brushed or polished finishes. The 1/2” clear tempered or laminated glass ensures high acoustic values and are available in clear, low iron, and any number of custom configurations – if you can design it, we can provide it. We have an in-stock hardware program of Italian designer components including lever and ladder pulls, with passage, standard, and interchangeable locking options.

Local manufacturing and a nimble production system provide industry leading degrees of customization. The Tagwall Encore System is a locally-manufactured single- and double-glazed architectural wall system. NYC-designed with European aesthetics, Encore is a handsome and adaptable glass wall system.

Enhance your design with an abundance of custom capabilities and exceptional production quality. Encore elevates the work environment with inspiring views and the collaborative cohesive atmosphere of the open plan.
2 PIECE TRACK SYSTEM

SLEEK DESIGN
Contemporary Sleek Line

SINGLE + DOUBLE GLAZED
Seamless Transition

GLASS AND SOLID INFILL PANELS
To Accommodate Any Design Aesthetic

ACOUSTICS
When Sound Attenuation Is Required

TIGHT POLYCARBONATE GLASS JOINTS
Uninterrupted Sleek Lines + Tight Acoustic Seals

LEED CONSIDERATION
Locally Manufactured Materials

ITALIAN HARDWARE
Clean European Designs Stocked Domestically

CUSTOMIZABLE